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Report highlights shortcomings in UK chip plans



The national semiconductor strategy needs to encourage greater collaboration with international parters such as South Korea
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Google Cloud embeds Gemini across product portfolio



Google Cloud’s Gemini model will power a slew of AI assistant capabilities across its portfolio to bring the benefits of generative AI to developers and enterprise users
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09
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Civil servants more to blame for Post Office cover-up than ministers, says Alan Bates



Campaigning former subpostmaster believes the civil service has more to answer for than ministers in the Post Office Horizon scandal
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TeamViewer launches initiative to bring women into sports tech



TeamViewer’s flagship SheSportTech initiative aims to encourage more women into sports technology, offering ‘inspiration, training grants and access to unique experiences’
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CityFibre ISPs team with TAL to boost business



Collaborations aim to accelerate UK altnet sector and reduce overheads, and increase incomes with no pressure of installation and router costs, to enhance cash flows
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UK plc failing on multiple cyber measures



Government report shows 50% of businesses and 32% of charities reported a cyber attack or breach in the past 12 months and organisations across the UK are failing on multiple cyber measures
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Embedded World 2024: Eseye unveils entry-level IoT router



On day of note for internet of things, integrated cellular IoT connectivity services provider launches smallest-ever device to boost capability and transcend communications issues
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Public worried by police and companies sharing biometric data



More than half of the British public do not feel comfortable with police forces sharing biometric data with the private sector, including facial recognition images, to tackle crimes such as shoplifting
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Is a cyber arms control treaty out of reach?



The world needs cyber arms control more than ever, but the challenges facing a multilateral agreement will be hard to surmount, according to researchers at Germany’s Digital Society Institute
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Labour promises digital red book and smartphones for children with diabetes



The Labour Party has announced plans for children’s health records to be put on parents’ NHS App, while also partnering with Virgin Media O2 to give children with type 1 diabetes smartphones to check their blood sugar
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Embedded World 2024: Qualcomm takes on-device AI to mid-tier IoT



Mobile platform provider uses Embedded World 2024 to announce what it claims is breakthrough Wi-Fi technology along with AI-ready internet of things and industrial platforms
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Government struggles to upgrade legacy IT systems, says PAC chair



In her annual report, Public Accounts Committee chair Meg Hillier calls legacy IT one of government’s ‘big nasties’ and says money urgently needs to be spent to fix the situation
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Police forces check intelligence and criminal databases after errors discovered in O2 phone data



Criminal Bar Association calls for information about reliability of communications data used in criminal trials to be disclosed
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Greek government fined over AI surveillance in refugee camps



Greece’s Data Protection Authority has issued a €175,000 fine against the country’s migration ministry over its deployment of artificial intelligence-powered security systems in refugee camps after the watchdog’s investigation found ‘serious ...
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What Cisco’s Splunk acquisition means for APAC customers



APAC organisations can expect better visibility and insights into their networks and applications along with automation and response capabilities to improve their digital resilience
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UK vet network CVS hit by cyber attack



Operations at UK-based veterinary network CVS have been disrupted by a cyber incident of an as-yet undisclosed nature
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Virgin Media O2 rolls out smart support service



Operator launches smart support service to tackle customers’ network niggles as research finds more than one in three British broadband users claim they wouldn’t feel confident trying to fix their Wi-Fi if something went wrong
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UN adopts ‘landmark’ resolution on making AI safe and trustworthy



A UN draft resolution promoting the use of artificial intelligence in sustainable development and the protection of human rights was backed by over 120 member states
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08
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Kloud9 aims to transform connectivity with full-fibre



Broadband roll-out by altnet said to mark a new era of digital connectivity for people in rural Shropshire by enabling access to high-speed internet
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08
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Wyebot boosts telemetry with Cisco Catalyst Centre integration



AI-driven network automation solutions provider inks ‘synergistic collaboration’ that sees strategic enhancements of wireless intelligence platform with networking giant’s API and telemetry data-boosting network automation
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Further extension to controversial Post Office contract with Fujitsu inevitable



Post Office is seeking software developers as it replaces the controversial Horizon system from Fujitsu with an in-house alternative
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08
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Microsoft sets up AI hub in Paddington



The company is building a London team to support artificial intelligence innovation by developing the required infrastructure and tooling
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08
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Some former Post Office staff should be jailed over scandal, says government minister



Government minister outlines the real prospect that people will be jailed for their roles in the Post Office Horizon scandal
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08
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NGMN sets out plan to gain better energy consumption in virtualised networks



Report recommends global broadband industry to adopt open-source technology and focus on greater network transparency to ensure better energy consumption for virtualised RAN
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08
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MPs will grill Cabinet Office over Fujitsu contract bidding pause



Parliamentary select committees have their eyes trained on Fujitsu’s response to the Post Office Horizon scandal, with its pause on bidding for contracts under scrutiny
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China ramps up use of AI misinformation



Microsoft researchers have identified a growing pattern of AI-laced misinformation and political interference coming from Chinese threat actors
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05
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Future Councils pilot finds systemic blockers to digital innovation



Councils face a range of challenges, hindering digital transformation, including inconsistent approaches to making the case for change, complexities surrounding resource allocations, lack of data and time
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Europol offers law enforcement agencies data on Europe’s most threatening crime networks



Europol has collected and analysed data from over 40 countries to identify 800 most threatening criminal networks operating in Europe in what it describes as a unique dataset for law enforcemnt
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Datacentre outages are happening less often and becoming less severe



Uptime Institute's annual outage tracker report suggests frequency and severity of crashes are declining, but warns datacentre operators not to get complacent
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05
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UKtech50 2024 – help us find the most influential people in UK IT



Computer Weekly’s annual search for the 50 most influential people in UK IT is on – let us know who you would like to nominate for this year's list
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05
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How Oracle Red Bull Racing guards against cyber threats



The F1 team is tapping managed security services, conducting penetration tests and improving security awareness among employees to fend off cyber threats such as phishing and ransomware
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Environment Agency dumps Fujitsu as Post Office scandal takes its toll



Troubled supplier loses flood warnings contract with government department after almost a decade
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IR35 reforms: Incoming legislative tweak could reignite contracting market, experts claim



A long-awaited tweak to the IR35 rules that will put a stop to HMRC over-collecting tax from non-compliant entities is great news for IT contractors, experts claim
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Changes needed for SOCs and CSIRTs, claims Dutch research institute



Cyber security specialists need a game-changer to keep up with their adversaries, who increasingly use automation and AI for their attacks
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AWS cuts several hundred jobs to tackle ‘inefficiency’ as customer cloud cost-cutting continues



Public cloud giant AWS is embarking on another round of job cuts, with analysts citing the fact it’s losing ground to Microsoft in the AI race
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04
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Education sector facing huge VMware cost increases after Broadcom ends discounts



UK non-profit London Grid for Learning and Belgian university KU Leuven are just two of the academic organisations facing huge licensing increases after Broadcom scraps VMware academic discount scheme
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04
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UK-based cloud provider Civo offers ‘unconditional’ data egress fees waiver to customers



Stevenage-based ‘open’ cloud champion Civo becomes latest provider to waive data egress fee charges for customers, but claims its offer is unconditional, unlike how the hyperscalers are approaching the same issue
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Forrester: IT departments are blowing their cloud budgets



A poll of IT decision-makers has found that cloud spending is rising, driven by more workloads and ineffective IT architecture planning
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Fujitsu should stop bending rules, stop bidding and pay up, says MP



MP Liam Byrne calls on Fujitsu to put actions behind the promises it made to MPs, victims of the Post Office scandal and UK taxpayers
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04
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Obituary: Professor Ross Anderson, pioneer in security engineering and campaigner



Ross Anderson, a titan in the field of security engineering and campaigner for privacy and security, has passed away
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Boomi CEO anticipates rise of the AI agent economy



Boomi CEO talks up the company’s efforts to build up an AI agent architecture, its upcoming AI capabilities set to debut next month, and its footprint in the Asia-Pacific region
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RDP abused in over 90% of cyber attacks, Sophos finds



Threat actors continue to see great success using simple, tried and tested methods, and many defenders are failing to do the basics
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Ransomware kill switch may save 99% of files from encryption



MDR specialist Adlumin says its new features will help customers stop in-progress ransomware attacks before they can cause significant damage
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Cato claims SASE speed record



Fast cars meet even faster networks as leading SASE provider doubles throughput to double-digit gigabits per second without any hardware upgrades, attributing the landmark as underscoring value of fully cloud-native platform
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AiP advances ‘pivotal’ for 5G, 6G evolution



Research into antenna-in-package arena reveals how development in various substrate types and packaging methods can boost the roll-out of 5G mmWave networks and drive the forthcoming 6G market
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Fujitsu staff instructed how to bid for government contracts during self-imposed ban



Leak reveals how Fujitsu advises staff to approach UK government customers during its self-imposed bidding pause, as well as details of a multimillion-pound project to protect its reputation
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Neos Networks, Instant On IT deliver connectivity to hold up in court



Critical network infrastructure provider partners with bespoke IT services provider to deliver reliable and secure connectivity for legal chambers
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Microsoft pushes Teams out of M365 and O365 bundle globally



Microsoft claims Teams push out of bundle will simplify pricing, with enterprise IT buyers possibly better off
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Risks and rewards of AI in HCM



Research from Citi Commercial Bank warns of the risks associated with overusing AI in human capital management
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02
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North America leads charge as global 5G connections surge



A 66% increase in 2023 sees 7.6 billion 5G global connections at the end of the year, driven by strong North American market, with total set to rise to 7.9 billion by 2028
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States act on privacy laws as Congress considers new bill
The American Privacy Rights Act introduced this week aims to establish a national privacy standard that would preempt state ...


	

CHIPS and Science Act funds TSMC, Intel projects
The Biden administration has awarded billions through the CHIPS and Science Act to five companies to invest in building and ...


	

How to create a proof of concept with 6 free templates
What is a proof of concept and how does it help an organization? We dive into the importance of writing a PoC and provide a list ...









Security

	

Unit 42: Malware-initiated scanning attacks on the rise
Palo Alto Networks' research team warned of threat actors compromising one victim and then using that victim's resources to ...


	

Why the Keitaro TDS keeps causing security headaches
Keitaro insists it is on the side of the law, but threat actors continue to flock to the software company's traffic distribution ...


	

Flaws in legacy D-Link NAS devices under attack
Internet scans show threat actors are targeting CVE-2024-3273 in thousands of end-of-life D-Link NAS devices, and exploitation ...









Networking

	

The effects of network downtime and ways to fix it
Causes of network downtime include human error, misconfigurations and security threats. Experts weigh in on the consequences of ...


	

SASE vs. SD-WAN: What's the difference?
SASE and SD-WAN are two similar architectures administrators use to provide secure network access, but they differ in terms of ...


	

Infrastructure requirements for Kubernetes cluster networking
A well-architected network infrastructure is vital for Kubernetes cluster networking, providing seamless communication and ...









Data Center

	

Nvidia GTC 24: Are you ready for the future of AI?
The 2024 Nvidia GTC conference focused on the company's new Blackwell GPU Platform. With advancements in AI taking off, companies...


	

Nvidia partners, customers drive AI into data centers
Nvidia and its partners are providing the tools and infrastructure to build and deploy AI applications that companies say could ...


	

How to understand advancements in modern data centers
Data center advancements are rapidly occurring with storage demand. Some advancements, like an increase in temperatures, are ...









Data Management

	

Coalesce raises $50M to expand data transformation platform
The startup's new funding is a vote of confidence from investors given how difficult it has been for technology vendors to secure...


	

Aerospike raises $114M to fuel database innovation for GenAI
The vendor will use the funding to develop added vector search and storage capabilities as well as graph technology, both of ...


	

Vector vs. graph vs. relational database: Which to choose?
Vector databases enhance the use of generative AI. Organizations should consider how vector capabilities stack up vs. graph and ...
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